
 

 

 

A comparison between provisions in HB 223, the kennel 
licensing bill, and current provisions in the Ohio Revised 
Code prepared by the Ohio Association of Animal Owners 
 
 
 
SB173 Line Numbers:  Animal Care Provision  Current ORC   ORC Provision 
 

5498-503  Enclosure/crate size   959.13(A)(4) Wholesome exercise            

        1717.01(B) Every act, omission, or neglect by which unnecessary or unjustifiable 
pain or suffering is caused, permitted, or allowed to continue, when 
there is a reasonable remedy or relief 

           

504-506   Light     1717.01(B) Every act, omission, or neglect by which unnecessary or unjustifiable 
pain or suffering is caused, permitted, or allowed to continue, when 
there is a reasonable remedy or relief 

           

507-512   Dry shelter, dog house, bedding  959.131(C)(2) Shelter from heat, cold, wind, rain, snow, or excessive direct sunlight 

              

513-515   Waste disposal    1717.01(B) Every act, omission, or neglect by which unnecessary or unjustifiable 
pain or suffering is caused, permitted, or allowed to continue, when 
there is a reasonable remedy or relief 
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516-522   Access to clean unfrozen water  959.131(C)(2) Necessary sustenance, sufficient quantities of good, wholesome water 

 

523-526   Access to adequate and wholesome food 959.131(C)(2) Necessary sustenance, sufficient quantities of good, wholesome food 
           
 
527-530   Flooring material    1717.01(B) Every act, omission, or neglect by which unnecessary or unjustifiable 

pain or suffering is caused, permitted, or allowed to continue, when 
there is a reasonable remedy or relief 

 
531-535   Clean/dry resting board or pan  1717.01(B) Every act, omission, or neglect by which unnecessary or unjustifiable 

pain or suffering is caused, permitted, or allowed to continue, when 
there is a reasonable remedy or relief 

 
 
536-537   Sanitary conditions   1717.01(B) Every act, omission, or neglect by which unnecessary or unjustifiable 

pain or suffering is caused, permitted, or allowed to continue, when 
there is a reasonable remedy or relief 

 
538-540   Contagious disease   1717.01(B) Every act, omission, or neglect by which unnecessary or unjustifiable 

pain or suffering is caused, permitted, or allowed to continue, when 
there is a reasonable remedy or relief 

 
541-542   Adequate ventilation   959.13(A)(4) Wholesome change of air 
 
543-544   Shelter from the elements   959.131(C)(2)  Shelter from heat, cold, wind, rain, snow, or excessive direct sunlight 
           
545-549   Shade     959.131(C)(2) Shelter from heat, cold, wind, rain, snow, or excessive direct sunlight 
 
550-551   Veterinary care and treatment  1717.01(B) Every act, omission, or neglect by which unnecessary or unjustifiable 

pain or suffering is caused, permitted, or allowed to continue, when 
there is a reasonable remedy or relief 

 
552-553   Clean whelping box   1717.01(B) Every act, omission, or neglect by which unnecessary or unjustifiable 

pain or suffering is caused, permitted, or allowed to continue, when 
there is a reasonable remedy or relief 

 
554-555   Nail trimming    1717.01(B) Every act, omission, or neglect by which unnecessary or unjustifiable 

pain or suffering is caused, permitted, or allowed to continue, when 
there is a reasonable remedy or relief 
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556-557   Regular grooming   1717.01(B) Every act, omission, or neglect by which unnecessary or unjustifiable 

pain or suffering is caused, permitted, or allowed to continue, when 
there is a reasonable remedy or relief 

 
558-560   Protection from insects & parasites  1717.01(B) Every act, omission, or neglect by which unnecessary or unjustifiable 

pain or suffering is caused, permitted, or allowed to continue, when 
there is a reasonable remedy or relief 

 
561-562   Vaccinations    1717.01(B) Every act, omission, or neglect by which unnecessary or unjustifiable 

pain or suffering is caused, permitted, or allowed to continue, when 
there is a reasonable remedy or relief 

 
563-565   Booster vaccines    1717.01(B) Every act, omission, or neglect by which unnecessary or unjustifiable 

pain or suffering is caused, permitted, or allowed to continue, when 
there is a reasonable remedy or relief 

 
566-567   Heartworm preventative   1717.01(B) Every act, omission, or neglect by which unnecessary or unjustifiable        

pain or suffering is caused, permitted, or allowed to continue, when 
there is a reasonable remedy or relief 

 
568-570   Euthanization    959.06  Humane destruction of domestic animals including dogs 
 
        1717.01(B) Every act, omission, or neglect by which unnecessary or unjustifiable 

pain or suffering is caused, permitted, or allowed to continue, when 
there is a reasonable remedy or relief 

 
573-574   Beating/brutalizing   959.131(B) Knowingly torture, torment, needlessly mutilate or maim, cruelly beat, 

poison, needlessly kill, or commit act of cruelty 
 
        959.131(C)(1)  Negligently torture, torment, needlessly mutilate or maim, cruelly beat, 

poison, needlessly kill, or commit act of cruelty 
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